Planning Consultative Committee

Minutes: May 9 2016.

MinMay016

1. Present: Stephen Browne, John Burgess, Stephanie Clemo, Christopher Richards,
Vitas Puig, Domenico Urz, Kath Richardson, John Todd, Derek Collett, David Farmery,
Chris Dakers, Mary Drake and Denis Browne.
2. Apologies: Hugh Mortimer and James Guest.
3. Minutes of Meeting March 2016 approved as correct record.
4. Cliff Chanter: The BCC wished to record their appreciation of the long service of
Cliff Chanter who died recently and send their thanks for his service to his family.
5. Re-Structuring the BCC. Denis reminded the BCC that he would be approaching
90 and that it would be wise for the BCC to make plans for continuing without him as
the committee chair. Stephen produced papers (attached) which would be
expanded to help individual residents to write their own letters/emails on individual
applications using the cumulative expertise of the BCC. Denis agreed to contact
G15 to seek their support.
6.1 BFC Stadium and Housing. Consents and CPO cleared for development. John
Burgess and Derek Collett set to liaise with BFC. BFC confirmed they have yet to get
clearance to start work on site.
6.2. The Curve. It is understood that the Curve is on hold. More info required on next
steps.
6.3. Ballymore. Denis to meet Mr Heppenstall. Letter sent after meeting attached.
7. Brentford Town Centre Sites. Agreed that if possible we should invite "Essential
Living" to present their ideas for Morrison's site in the context of comprehensive
development as the major item on June 13 and to similarly invite London Green on
June 27. BCC would then review the position to see how we might promote
comprehensive development. Invitations sent to Essential Living and to
GreenLondon.
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8. Kew Bridge. While BCC wished to support SOGA.s proposals they asked for more
information so they could make positive proposals.
9. Market Place. Noted proposed sale of restaurant + pavement. Noted that Council
officer and members were not replying to BCC emails. Complaints process to be
initiated.
10. Brentford Bridge (by Holiday Inn): Hounslow Highways are currently looking at

remedial works including a new paint job.
11. AOB. Derek to investigate re-paint for Brent Bridge. Members asked to support
Heathrow 70th birthday (anti runway 3) on May 30th. and HACAN.
12. Dates of Next Meetings. It is intended to hold planning meetings on June 13,

27 and on July 11. subject to confirmation.
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